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Estimation of Rectifying Performance for Terahertz Wave in Newly
Designed Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe Magnetic Tunnel Junction
H. Saito, and H. Imamura

National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) Spintronics Research Center, Central 2, 1-1-1 Umezono,
Tsukuba 305-8568, Japan

We fabricated fully epitaxial Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with low junction
resistance-area products (several m2) and conducted a theoretical estimation of square-low rectifying performance
for a terahertz electromagnetic wave. Effective current responsivity up to 0.09 A/W at 1 THz was obtained under
zero-bias voltage condition at room temperature. The result is approximately half the value of the best result
obtained for experiments in semiconductor-based diodes, performed under similar conditions. The study strongly
suggests that this MTJ system has a great potential for the rectifying element of the terahertz wave.
Key words: magnetic tunnel junction, epitaxial, high-frequency, terahertz, rectification,
1. Introduction
Studies concerning terahertz (THz) wave, having a
frequency (f) range from 100 GHz to 10 THz, have
recently emerged in expectation with the great
potentials for novel applications such as ultra-fast
wireless
communications1-3)
and
non-destructive
4,5)
imaging.
A THz wave receiver is one of the crucial
building blocks of such THz applications6). However,
developments of high-performance THz devices
including the receiver are still challenging issues
because using the corresponding frequencies leaves a
“gap” between those for conventional electronics and
optics system. Low manufacturing cost is also an
important requirement from a practical device point of
view.
Metal-insulator-metal (MIM) tunnel diodes are
attractive rectifying element for the THz/far infrared
applications7-14) in this respect. Although the MIM diode
has been generally considered as possessing poor
rectifying
performance
when
compared
with
semiconductor-based diodes, it has the advantage of
realizing very low junction resistance-area products
(RDA) of below 1 µm2 at a zero-bias voltage. This leads
to the shorter RC time constant, and thereby resulting
in higher cut-off frequency of the system, compared to
the semiconductor-based diodes. Moreover, the MIM
diode is suitable for mass-production due to its
feasibility of employing conventional manufacturing
growth methods, such as a sputtering, even on a flexible
substrate15) at low temperatures.
Very recently, we found a strong diodic behavior in
the current-voltage (I‒V) characteristics in epitaxial
MI(I)M device of Fe(001)/ZnO(001)/MgO(001)/Fe(001)
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJs) at room temperature
(RT)16), in which tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) is
caused by so called spin-polazied coherent tunneling17,18).
We theoretically estimated the effective current
responsivity (βeff) of the MTJ system, which correnponds
to the conversion capability from a high-frequency to a
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DC current, in regards to the ZnO and MgO barrier
thicknesses (tZnO and tMgO, respectively) as well as the
junction area (A)19). The calculation predicted that βeff
can reach up to 0.12 A/W at 1 THz with the conditions,
tZnO ~ tMgO with low RDA (a few m2) and small A (~
0.01 m2). The obtained βeff is comparable to that of the
best result obtained in semiconductor-based diodes in
experiments for InP/(In,Ga)As system, performed under
similar conditions (~ 0.2 A/W at 1 THz 20,21)). However,
most of the physical parameters of the tunnel barriers
used in our previous calclation19), such as electron
affinity and relative dielectric constant, were extracted
from the experimetal I‒V data of the MTJ having high
RDA (an order of km2) with large A (36 m2)16). These
values are actually three orders higher than desirable
values for effective rectification of the THz wave. The
next important step, therefore, is to fabricate and
characterize the electrical properties of the MTJ with
comparatively low RDA and small A, and evaluate the
feasibility in such cases.
In this study, we fabricated the epitaxial
Fe(001)/ZnO(001)/MgO(001)/Fe(001) MTJs with RDA of
several m2 and A ~ 0.01 m2. Based on a simple

Fig. 1 Structure of the magnetic tunnel junction
(MTJ) stack designed for this study. Growth and in
situ annealing temperatures are also shown.
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Fig. 2 Reflection high-energy electron diffraction
image of the rock-salt type ZnO tunnel barrier ([100]
azimuth of MgO substrate).
antenna-coupled diode model7), we theoretically
estimated βeff of the MTJ prepared in this study,
showing that it is possible to achieve the βeff as high as
0.09 A/W at 1 THz under a zero-bias voltage at RT.
2. Experimental procedures
A MTJ film as shown in Fig. 1 was grown by
molecular beam epitaxy in the identical growth
chamber as used for the growth of epitaxial MTJs in our
previous studies16,20). The MTJ film consisted of Au (5
nm) cap / Co (10 nm) pinned layer / Fe (5 nm) top
electrode / ZnO (0.6 nm) upper tunnel barrier / MgO (0.5
nm) lower tunnel barrier / Fe (30 nm) bottom electrode /
MgO (5 nm) buffer layer on a MgO(001) substrate,
which is so called pseudo-spin valve structure. The tZnO
and tMgO were determined, in accordance with our
theoretical calculation19), so as to realize the maximum
βeff in this MTJ system. The ZnO upper tunnel barrier
was confirmed to have identical reflection high-energy
electron diffraction patterns (Fig. 2) to that of the
MgO(001) lower tunnel barrier, indicating a
single-crystalline with a metastable rock-salt type

Fig. 3 Typical magnetoresistance (MR) curve of the
Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJ at room temperature (RT)
with a bias voltage of 10 mV. Arrows indicates the
magnetization alignments in the top and bottom
electrodes

crystal structure. Detailed growth procedures and
structural properties were described in our previous
study.18)
The film was patterned into tunnel junctions
having elliptical shape using electron beam lithography
technique. The lengths of the major and minor axes of
the junctions were respectively 150 and 50 nm,
corresponding to A = 0.0059 m2. Magnetoresistance
(MR) and I‒V characteristics of the junctions were
measured at RT using conventional DC four and two
probe methods, respectively. The MR ratio was defined
as (RAP‒RP)/RP, where RP and RAP are the junction
resistances between the two ferromagnetic (FM)
electrodes with parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP)
alignments, respectively. The magnetic fields were
applied parallel to the major axis of the junction
corresponding to the easy axis of the magnetization
direction of the FM electrodes.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 Electrical transport measurements
Figure 3 shows a typical MR curve of the MTJs at
RT. The observed MR ratio (43%) is close to the
experimental value of epitaxial Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJs
(51%) with thicker tunnel barrier layers (tZnO = 1.2 nm
and tMgO = 1.0 nm), grown at the same growth
conditions in our previous study.18) The MR curve
always showed a low resistance state (i.e. the P state) at
a zero-magnetic field, indicating that there is no
significant magnetic coupling between the top and
bottom FM electrodes. In Fig. 4, the first derivatives of
the current (dI/dV) is displayed with regard to the bias
voltage in the P state. The data were obtained from
numerical differentiation of the I‒V characteristics. The
dI/dV‒V curve indicated a notable asymmetry with
respect to the polarity of the bias voltage, suggesting
that the MTJ has a capability of square-low rectification
at a zero-bias voltage.

Fig. 4
(Red circles) Bias-V dependence of dI/dV of
the Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJ at RT in the parallel (P)
state of the magnetizations of the top and bottom
electrodes. (Solid line) Polynomial fitting result to
the dI/dV data.
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βeff = Idc /Pin = 4β0x[1+2x+(1+q2)x2]-1 ,

Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit of the antenna-coupled
diode model7) used in this study.
To calculate βeff, we obtained two important
parameters of RDA [ (dI/dV)-1A] and β0 [
(1/2)(dI2/d2V)/(dI/dV)] from polynomial fittings to the
dI/dV‒V curve at a zero magnetic field (i.e. in the P
state). Here, the parameter β0 is equal to βeff only when
the resistance of the MTJ (RD) completely matches with
the internal real impedance (RA), and also when the f of
the incident electromagnetic wave is far below the
cut-off frequency of the system. Therefore, β0 does not
necessarily represent the rectifying performance of the
diode although it is in general referred to as the
performance index. The obtained RDA (6.3 m2) and β0
(0.20 A/W) were in good agreements with the
theoretically estimated values in the identical MTJ
(RDA = 8.9 m2 and β0 = 0.23 A/W19)), indicating that
the MTJ prepared in this study justifies the design
concept, and also fabricated precisely in line with the
concept for the THz rectification.
3.2 Estimation of rectifying performance
The βeff under a high-frequency condition is given
by the following equation based on the antenna-coupled
diode model (Fig. 5) 7),

Fig. 6 Calculated effective current responsivity (βeff)
as a function of internal real impedance (RA) for the
Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJ prepared in this study. The
values are plotted for various frequencies (f) of the
input electromagnetic wave. The calculations were
conducted at a zero-bias voltage in the P state.
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(1)

where Idc is the rectified DC current, Pin is the power of
incident electromagnetic wave. The variable x is the
reduced junction resistance (= RD/RA), and q is the
reduced frequency (= 2πfCRA). Note that x represents an
impedance matching between the junction and the
internal impedance whereas q is related to the RC time
constant of the system. For RD and β0, we employed the
experimental values in Fig. 4 (RD =1.1 k and β0 = 0.20
A/W), so that the calculation was conducted in the P
state. Inverse of junction capacitance (C -1) for the
present MTJ is given by (0ZnOA/tZnO)-1 + (0MgOA/tMgO)-1,
where 0 is the dielectric constant, and ZnO and MgO are
the relative dielectric constants of rock-salt ZnO (1216))
and MgO (8.823)), respectively. Consequently, βeff can be
determined when f and RA are given. Other possible
factors of propagation or energy losses in high
frequencies were not taken into account so that the
calculated βeff are the upper bounds in the MTJ.
The calculated βeff are summarized in Figs. 6 and 7.
As shown in Fig. 6, each βeff ‒RA curve took a maximum
at a certain RA which corresponds to the matching
condition between RD and RA. For f = 100 GHz, a
maximum βeff (0.19 A/W) was approximately equal to β0,
indicating that the cut-off frequency is higher than 100
GHz. We confirmed no remarkable change in the βeff ‒RA
relation below f = 100 GHz. When further increasing f,
βeff starts to decrease, especially in a high RA regime.
This is because the contribution of the RC time constant
(the parameter q) to βeff becomes significant in the high
RA regime. It would be possible to improve the cut-off
frequency and thereby increase βeff by reducing the RDA
down to a few m2 19). Nevertheless, βeff with the
impedance matching condition still has a sizable value
of 0.09 A/W at 1 THz which is approximately half the
value of the best result obtained in experiments for
semiconductor-based diodes (~ 0.2 A/W at 1 THz),
performed under similar conditions20,21). Note that, as
mentioned above, the βeff calculated in the present MTJ
are the upper bounds. Therefore, from practical

Fig. 7 Calculated βeff of the Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJ as
functions of f and RA.
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viewpoint, it is crucial to exhibit maximum rectifying
performance by minimizing the propagation or energy
losses in high frequencies as much as possible.
It should be noted that the rectified DC current and
voltage in MTJ depend on the relative angle between
the magnetizations of the two FM electrodes according
to the changes in RD and β0. The phenomenon as such
however,
is
impossible
to
accomplish
in
semiconductor-based diode and conventional MIM
tunnel diode with a non-magnetic electrode(s). In other
words, MTJ-based MIM diode provides novel
functionality regarding manipulation of the rectified
current/voltage by magnetic field in addition to the
traditional rectifier. This unique function of MTJ may
give rise to new device applications in high-frequency
technology.
4. Conclusion
We fabricated fully epitaxial Fe/ZnO/MgO/Fe MTJs
and theoretically estimated βeff in a terahertz regime as
a square-low detector. We obtained βeff up to 0.09 A/W at
1 THz under a zero-bias voltage condition at RT, which
is almost half the value of the best result obtained in
experiments for semiconductor-based diodes, performed
under similar conditions. The results strongly suggest
that this MTJ system has a great potential for a
rectifying element of a terahertz wave.
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Iron Loss and Hysteresis Properties of an Amorphous Ring Core
at High Temperatures under Inverter Excitation
A. Yao
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Toyama Prefectural University, 5180, Kurokawa, Imizu 939-0398, Japan

Several researchers have recently studied high-temperature (HT) motor drive systems under harsh temperature environments. We
experimentally and numerically investigate iron loss and the magnetic hysteretic properties of amorphous magnetic materials (AMM)
at room temperature (RT) and HT under pulse width modulation (PWM) inverter excitation. We demonstrate that the iron loss of
AMM core fed by PWM inverter decreases as temperature increases similar like in the sinusoidal case. In addition, the temperature
dependence of the B − H hysteresis curves of AMM under PWM inverter excitation relies not only on major loops but also on minor
loops. Because the current at 300 ◦ C is higher than that at RT, the torque of the motor with AMM at HT becomes large at a few
operating points. To realize low iron loss of HT motor drive systems, it is important to reduce eddy current losses of AMM cores at HT
under PWM inverter excitation compared with the cases at RT. These results facilitate further research in iron loss reduction of motor
systems based on studies of magnetic properties at HT under PWM inverter excitation.
Key words: amorphous magnetic materials, high-temperatures, iron loss, hysteresis property, inverter
1 Introduction
Recently, several researchers have studied high-temperature
(HT) motor drive systems under harsh temperature environments
(e.g. ﬁre sites, aerospace, and automotive)1–5) . To perform the
speed and torque control of these systems, pulse width modula-

model with the Cauer circuit4, 5, 29–34) is used for numerical simulations. We discuss the loss repartition between the eddy current
and the hysteresis losses at RT (about 27 ◦ C) and 300 ◦ C.
2

Experimental and Numerical Methods

Figure 1 shows the experimental system employed to measure

tion (PWM) inverters are commonly used6–16) . When the PWM
inverter excites the magnetic core used in the motor, the iron
losses increase by 10%–50%10) compared with the case under
sinusoidal excitation owing to higher harmonic components. The

the iron loss properties of a ring specimen with AMM (SA1) under a wide temperature range condition. The AMM alloy ribbons
are laminated and then impregnated with acrylic resin to fabricate

temperature dependence of iron loss properties of conventional
non-oriented (NO) electrical steel sheets (magnetic materials)

ring core. The AMM ring core with an outer and inner diameter
of 102 mm and 127 mm, respectively, is constructed. The space
factor ξsf of the AMM core is approximately 93.5 %. The primary and secondary coils are wound into the ring core. The ring
specimen with AMM is set in the oven to examine temperature

have been demonstrated4) . In addition, in the previous study4) ,
there has been no report on the loss repartition properties.
To conduct fundamental research to develop high-eﬃciency
motor drive system at HT, it is necessary to ﬁgure out magnetic
characteristics of amorphous magnetic material (AMM) cores in
HT environments under PWM inverter excitation.
To carry out iron loss reduction of the motor core particularly
in high-frequency regions15) , a few researchers have studied the
motor cores using AMM15, 17–28) that result in low iron losses

a block core. This laminated block core is cut in the shape of a

dependence of iron loss properties. In this study, this ring specimen with AMM is set to either RT or 300 ◦ C. More details of the
ring specimen can be found in Ref.35) .
Here, we measure iron loss characteristics of the AMM ring
specimen at RT and HT excited by a PWM inverter (MWINV9R122C, Myway). The iron loss Wring of the ring specimen with

compared with conventional non-oriented (NO) silicon steel.
AMM is a suitable core for high-speed (HS) motor systems21) .

AMM ring core

Further, in the HS motor system, the core is inﬂuenced by
temperature. It is important to examine iron loss, hysteresis,
and loss repartition (between the eddy current and the hysteresis
losses) properties of AMM at HT excited by a PWM inverter.
Based on both experiments and numerical simulations, we examine the iron loss and magnetic hysteretic properties of AMM
core at room temperature (RT) and 300 ◦ C (HT) under PWM inverter excitation. This paper reports on the experimental iron loss
and hysteretic properties of a ring specimen with AMM under a
wide temperature range (RT and HT) condition. Here, the play

30

Inverter

Vdc

Oven
Inside oven
I

V

Fig. 1 Schematic of iron loss measurement system of AMM ring
specimen excited by PWM inverter.
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AMM is described by 4, 5)
Wring =

1
Tρ

∫

HdB,

(1)

where H denotes the magnetic ﬁeld intensity, B is the magnetic
ﬂux density, T (= 0.02 s) is the period, and ρ (= 7180 kg/m3 )
is the density of AMM. Here, H and B are represented as N1 I/l
∫
and Vdt/(N2 S ξsf ), respectively, where N1 (= 103) denotes the
number of turns in the exciting coil, I is the current ﬂowing in
the primary coil of the ring core, l (= 0.36 m) is the magnetic
path length, V is the voltage of the secondary coil, N2 (= 103) is
the number of turns of the secondary coil, and S (= 87.5 mm2 )
is the cross-sectional area of the ring core. The primary and the
secondary windings are set to have the same number of turns because it is important to measure higher harmonic (small voltage)
waves and to suppress the measurement error of the magnetic ﬂux
density.
In this study, to simulate numerical B − H hysteresis curves of
the ring specimen fed by a PWM inverter under a wide temperature range (RT and HT) condition, we use the play model with the
Cauer circuit as a dynamic hysteresis model (See Refs.4, 5, 32, 33)
for details regarding the play model with the Cauer circuit.). The
B − H hysteresis curve in the play model with the Cauer circuit
is given by 4, 5, 32)

the play model. Five carrier frequencies fc (1, 5, 10, 15, and 20
kHz) are tested.
3

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows experimental and numerical B − H hysteresis
curves at RT and 300 ◦ C of the AMM ring core, excited by the
PWM inverter with a carrier frequency of 5 kHz. The calculated
B − H curves are almost consistent with the experimental results.

Here, the iron losses of the AMM ring fed by PWM inverter at
fc = 5 kHz are about 0.33 W/kg at RT and 0.20 W/kg at 300 ◦ C.
The iron loss at 300 ◦ C is smaller than that at RT.
Fig. 3(c) shows that the coercivity at RT is larger than that at
300 ◦ C. As shown in Fig. 2, the coercivity of the DC hysteresis loops at HT becomes small because it is assumed that there
appears thermal ﬂuctuation (thermal energy) at HT. The coercivity also becomes small when the eddy current loss due to low
conductivity at HT decreases for B − H hysteresis curves. In
Fig. 2, the amorphous ring core at RT and HT exhibits the hysteresis loss at 0.8 T of about 4.6 and 2.6 mJ/kg, respectively.
Therefore, it is considered that, owing to thermal ﬂuctuation,
the hysteresis losses decrease 37) at HT 4) . As mentioned above,
the electrical conductivity at 300 ◦ C is smaller than that at RT.

′

7(Bk − Bk−1 ) + 2L hk−1
2
HAC (B) = HDC (B) +
7RE ∆t + 2L′
′
3L (hk2 − hk−1
2 )
+
,
35RE ∆t
12
,
RE =
ασd2

shows the experimental DC hysteresis curves (HDC (B)) without
harmonics at each temperature (RT and HT). These experimental
DC hysteresis curves 4, 32) at each temperature are used to build

The classical eddy current loss is proportional to the electrical
(2)

conductivity4, 38, 39) . It is considered that the anomalous eddy current losses caused by magnetic domain wall movement decrease

(3)

due to low conductivity at HT. Owing to the small electrical conductivity at HT, the eddy current loss decreases as temperature

where HDC (B) denotes the DC hysteresis curve calculated by the
play model, σ is the electrical conductivity of AMM, ∆t is the
time division, d is the thickness of AMM, k is the step number,
′
RE is the resistance to express eddy currents, L is the equivalent
inductance to represent the magnetic ﬂux caused by eddy currents, and α is the anomaly factor to represent anomalous eddy
′
currents. Here, L and α are ﬁtting parameters. In our study, by
′

adjusting L , the numerical iron loss of the minor loop is ﬁtted to
the measured loss. Then, α is adjusted to equalize the numerical
loss to the experimental one.
′
In our numerical simulations, L at the carrier frequencies of
1, 5, 10, 15, and 20 kHz is obtained as about 10, 4, 2, 0.8, and
0.4 mH, respectively, (8, 3, 1, 0.6, and 0.4 mH) at RT (300 ◦ C).

increases.
The torque of the motor depends on the current (magnetic ﬁeld
intensity) through the motor core. Figure 3(b) shows that the
magnetic ﬁeld intensity (current) at 300 ◦ C is larger than that at
RT at a few operating points for the same magnetic ﬂux density.
As shown in Fig. 2, the magnetic ﬁeld intensity of DC hysteresis
curves near Bmax at HT is also larger than that at RT. It is considered that due to the thermal ﬂuctuation the energy for aligning
the magnetic moment near Bmax increases with increasing tem-

′

It is thought that the ratio of iron loss based on L in the minor
loops changes as temperature increases. α at fc = 1, 5, 10, 15,
and 20 kHz is about 278, 274, 260, 255, and 253 at RT (202, 200,
199, 197, and 194 at 300 ◦ C), respectively. In our study, based
on the sheet tests to expose the ambient temperature variations
in the oven, σ at RT and 300 ◦ C is 7.7 × 105 36) and 7.3 × 105
S/m, respectively. The maximum magnetic ﬂux density Bmax ,
fundamental frequency, modulation index, and switching dead
time are set to 0.8 T, 50 Hz, 0.7, and 3.5 µs, respectively. Figure 2

Fig. 2 Experimental DC hysteresis curves (Bmax = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 T) used in our numerical simulations at each temperature: (a) RT and (b) 300 ◦ C
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Fig. 3 B−H hysteresis curves of AMM ring at RT and 300 ◦ C fed
by PWM inverter at Bmax = 0.8 T and fc = 5 kHz. Blue and red
lines denote curves at RT and 300 ◦ C, respectively. The enlarged
view shows curves near maximum magnetic ﬁeld intensity and
minor loops of B − H curves: (a), (b), and (c) shows experimental
results, and (d), (e), and (f), the corresponding numerical results.

Fig. 5 Iron loss repartition between the hysteresis (red points,
Whys ) and eddy current (blue points, Weddy ) losses under PWM
inverter excitation at Bmax = 0.8 T with Eq. (4): (a) RT. (b) 300
C.

◦

increases. The iron loss at high carrier frequency becomes larger
than that at low carrier frequency under this operating point at
HT. The relationship between iron losses and higher carrier frequency at HT will be examined in a future presentation.
Figure 5 shows the loss repartition between the eddy current
and the hysteresis losses at RT and 300 ◦ C under PWM inverter
excitation. Here, the hysteresis loss Whys is calculated at σ =
0 with Eqs. (2) and (3). Then, the eddy current loss Weddy is
obtained by40)
Weddy = Wring − Whys .

Fig. 4 Iron loss properties of AMM ring specimen with respect
to carrier frequency at Bmax = 0.8 T. Blue (red) points denote
results at RT (300 ◦ C). Carrier frequencies fc is set to 1, 5, 10,
15, and 20 kHz.
peratures. Because the current at 300 ◦ C increases, the torque of
the motor with AMM increases at a few operating points.
Fig. 3(c) shows that the area of the minor loop is about 8.4 and
7.9 mJ/m3 at RT and 300 ◦ C, respectively. The area of the minor
loops of the AMM ring core decreases as temperature increases
(See Ref.9) for details of the minor loops.). This is because it is
considered that, due to the inﬂuence of heat, the hysteresis and
eddy current losses decrease as temperature increases. The temperature dependence of the B − H hysteresis curves of AMM ring
core relies not only on major loop but also on minor loops.
Figure 4 shows the iron losses as a function of carrier frequency of the AMM ring specimen at RT and 300 ◦ C under PWM
inverter excitation. For every tested carrier frequency, the iron
losses of the inverter-excited AMM ring decrease as temperature

32

(4)

We can achieve highly accurate calculations for loss separation
because ﬁtting parameters and the experimental DC hysteresis
curves are used in our numerical simulations. The average Weddy
of the inverter-excited AMM rings at RT and at 300 ◦ C accounts
for 31% and 37% of the total iron losses, respectively. The ratio
of Weddy to Wring at 300 ◦ C is larger than that at RT. To realize low
iron loss of HT and HS motor drive systems, it is important to reduce eddy current losses of the AMM cores at HT excited by inverter compared with the cases at RT. In addition, understanding
the dynamic hysteresis properties also leads to simulating accurate motor loss characteristics41) . These results facilitate further
research in loss reduction of HT and HS motor systems based on
studies of magnetic properties under PWM inverter excitation.
4 Conclusion
Based on both experiments and numerical simulations, this
study for the ﬁrst time investigated iron loss and hysteretic properties of AMM ring core at RT and 300 ◦ C under PWM inverter
excitation. Owing to low electrical conductivity and thermal ﬂuctuation at HT, the iron loss of AMM core fed by PWM inverter
decreased as temperature increased similar like in the sinusoidal
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case. The torque of the motor with AMM became large at a few
operating points under the same magnetic ﬂux density. This was
because the current (magnetic ﬁeld intensity) at 300 ◦ C was larger
than that at RT at a few operating points. To realize low iron
loss of HT and HS motor drive systems, it was important to re-
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Infor ma tio n Stab ili ty
in Three-D ime nsio nal Heat-Assi sted Mag netic Recording
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*

!

The anisotropy constant ratio K u / K bulk necessary for information stability in three-dimensional heat-assisted
magnetic recording (3D HAMR) of 2 Tbpsi (total density of 4 Tbpsi) is evaluated by employing a bit error rate
calculation using grain error probability. The minimum K u / K bulk value of a high Curie temperature (HC) layer is
limited by the information stability in the HC layer while writing in a low Curie temperature (LC) layer, and a high
! the HC layer. The minimum K / K
K u / K bulk is necessary for
u
bulk value of the LC layer is limited by the information
stability in the LC layer for 10 years of archiving, and a high K u / K bulk is also necessary for the LC layer since the
! low at the storage temperature due to its low Curie temperature.
anisotropy constant of the LC layer is intrinsically
At 9 grains/bit, the K u / K bulk values required for 3D HAMR are 0.85 and 0.86 for the HC and LC layers,
! namely, standard deviations of 2 % for the Curie temperature and
respectively, taking account of certain variations,
!
15 % for the grain size.
K e y w o r d s :!3D HAMR, anisotropy constant ratio, bit error rate, probability
1 . I ntr o duc tio n
Heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) is a
promising candidate as a next generation magnetic
recording method capable of operating beyond the
trilemma limit1). HAMR is a recording method in which
the medium is heated to reduce coercivity during the
writing period. We have introduced a HAMR design
parameter, namely, the medium anisotropy constant
!
ratio K u / K bulk 2) in place of the medium anisotropy
constant K u since the K u value is a function of the
medium Curie temperature T c .
K u / K bulk is the!
intrinsic ratio of the medium K u to bulk FePt K u
! regardless of T where FePt is a candidate HAMR
c
!
! thanks to its large K and relatively!
medium
material
u
!
!
low T c . A low T c is advantageous
for writing in HAMR.
! a low T !
However, a larger K u!/ K bulk is needed for
c
!
medium for 10 years of archiving3). And a medium with
a high K u / K bulk , e.g . !
0.6 " 1.0, is difficult to
! manufacture
!
regardless of T c (Figure 2 (a) in reference
!
!
4)).
Three-dimensional magnetic recording is useful!for
!
!
increasing the recording capacity. Three-dimensional
!
HAMR (3D HAMR) has been proposed5) where the
medium consists of a high Curie temperature (HC)
layer and a low Curie temperature (LC) layer with no
interlayer exchange-coupling. With 3D HAMR, after
writing data in the HC layer, other data can be written
in the LC layer by employing lower temperature
heating.
!
In this paper, we discuss the information stability in
the HC layer while writing in the LC layer, and the!
information stability in the HC and LC layers for 10
years of archiving for 3D HAMR at 2 Tbpsi (total
density of 4 Tbpsi) employing a K u / K bulk value.
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2 . Ca lc ula tio n Me tho d
The anisotropy constant ratio K u / K bulk needed for
information stability was evaluated by employing a bit
error rate calculation using the grain error probability

P

!
P = 1 " exp " f 0 t exp("K # ) ,

(

K" =

)

2
2
K um Vm $ K u ' $ D ' $ H w '
#&
)#&
) # &1+
)
kT
% K um ( % Dm ( % H k (

(| H w |

< Hk)
(1)

under a writing field H w < 0 antiparallel to the
recording direction where f 0 , t , K um , Vm , k , T , K u ,
D , and H k are the attempt frequency, time, the mean
grain anisotropy constant, the grain volume for mean
grain size Dm ,!the Boltzmann constant, temperature,
! !
! !
!
!the !grain
the grain anisotropy
constant,
size, and the
!grain anisotropy field, respectively3).
The attempt frequency f 0 has been calculated as

!

"#
f0 =
1+#2

(| H w |

M s H k3V
2$kT
!

& &
)2 )&
)
(1 % ( H w + +(1 + H w +
( ' H k * +' H k *
'
*

< Hk)
(2)

where " , " , M s , and V are the gyromagnetic ratio,
the Gilbert damping constant, the grain magnetization,
and the grain volume, respectively6).
dependence of M s was determined
!The!temperature
!
! by
employing a mean field analysis7), and that of K u

!
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was assumed to be proportional to M s2 8). The T c value
was adjusted by the Cu simple dilution of
(Fe 0.5 Pt 0.5 )1" z Cu z . M s (T c , T ) is a function of T c and
T , and M s (T c = 770 K, T = 300 K) = 1000 emu/cm3
! z = 0). K (T ,
was assumed for FePt (Cu!composition
u
c
K u / K bulk , T ) is a function of T c , K u / K bulk , and T !
!
where K!
u / K bulk is the intrinsic ratio of the medium
!K (T , K / K , T ) to bulk FePt K (T , K / K = 1,
u
c
u
bulk
u
c
u
bulk
!
T ) at the same T c and T , namely, !

!
!

!
!
! !
K u (T c , K u / K bulk , T )
!
K u / K bulk =
.
(3)
!
K u (T c , K u !
/ K bulk = 1, T )
!
!
!
Although K u (T c , K u / K bulk , T ) is a function of T c and
T , K u / K bulk is independent of T c and T . A medium
! with a high K u / K bulk is difficult to manufacture.
K u (T c = 770 K, K u / K bulk = 1, T = 300 K) = 70 Merg
! 3 was assumed for FePt (z = 0). !
/cm
! !
!
! is 2 Tbpsi
The recording density
(total density of 4
! and the area S of a bit is 323 nm2. The
Tbpsi),
!
medium was assumed to be granular in which each bit
!
had n grains/bit. The mean grain size D was
!

determined by

!

!

!
!

Dm =

m

!

S
"#
n

!

(4)

!

where the non-magnetic spacing " was assumed to be
1 nm. The Dm values were 8.0 and 5.0 nm for n
values of 4 and 9 grains/bit, respectively. The grain
volume Vm for Dm was Dm " Dm " h where h is the
!
grain height.
!
! assumed that the grain size distribution
We
was
log-normal with a standard deviation " D , and that the
!Curie !
! distribution was! normal with a
temperature
mean Curie temperature T cm and standard deviation
" Tc . No intrinsic distribution of K u was assumed.
!
However, there was a fluctuation
of K u caused by
" Tc .
! was calculated using each grain
The bit error rate
!
error probability Pi 3). For example,
for 4 grains/bit, the
! is expressed as
1 grain-error bit error rate 4 bER
1

Er j = 1, if
Er j = 0, if

" M si (T ci , T )Di2
i

n # M s (T cm , T )Dm2
" M si (T ci , T )Di2
i

n # M s (T cm , T )Dm2

$ 0.5 , and
> 0.5.
(9)

Errors occur in some grains of a bit. We assume that if
the surface magnetic charge " M si (T ci , T )Di2 of the
grains where the magnetization turns in the recording
direction is more than 50 % (signal threshold) of the
total surface magnetic charge n " M s (T cm , T )Dm2 in a
! where M , T , and D are
bit, the bit is error free
ci
i
si
the magnetization, the Curie temperature, and the
grain size of the i -th grain, respectively.
! bit error rate bER is the
In conclusion, the total
4
! rate
!
!
summation of each bit error
4 bER k as follows
4

! = " 4 bER k .
bER
k

(10)

!

!
To simplify the model
calculation, neither the
demagnetizing nor the magnetostatic fields were
considered in this paper. The problem posed by these
fields is a future subject.
3 . Ca lc ula tio n Re sult s
3 .1 In fo r ma tio n s ta b ili ty in HC la ye r while
wr iting in LC la ye r
First, we discuss the information stability in a high
Curie temperature T HC (HC) layer while writing in a
low Curie temperature T LC (LC) layer. The calculation
conditions are summarized in Table 1. The calculation
bit number was 107.

!

!
T a b l e 1 Calculation
conditions for information
stability in an HC layer while writing in an LC layer.

bER1 = Er1 P1 (1" P2 )(1" P3 )(1" P4 ) + ###
, (5)
+Er!
4 (1" P1 )(1" P2 )(1" P3 )P4
!
the 2 grain-error bit error rate 4 bER 2
4

!

!

bER 2 = Er12 P1 P2 (1" P3 )(1" P4 ) + ###
,
+Er34 (1" P1 )(1" P2 )P3 P4
!
the 3 grain-error bit error rate 4 bER 3
4

bER 3 = Er123 P1 P2 P3 (1" P4 ) + ###
,
+Er234 (1" P1 )P2 P3 P4
!
4

and the 4 grain-error bit error rate

!

4

bER 4 = P1 P2 P3 P4

where

(6)

(7)
4

bER 4
(8)

!

F i g . 1 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various anisotropy constant ratios K u / K bulk .

!
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Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
bit error rate (bER) for various K u / K bulk values under
the conditions indicated in the figure.
When the error level is low, Eq. (1) can be
!
approximated as Eq. (11).

!

H w = 0, ( K u / K bulk = 0.6, h = 4 nm) and ( K u / K bulk =
0.3, h = 8 nm) are equivalent for the information
stability. However, when H w " 0, K u / K bulk cannot be
halved by doubling the height h .

!

!

!

2
2(
%
K V % K ( % D ( % Hw ( *
.
$ '1 +
P " f 0 t exp'# um m $ ' u * $ '
*
*
'
kT
& K um ) & Dm ) & H k ) *)
&

!

!

!

!

(11)

!

!

!

!
!

The variables in an exponential function become
parameters with a strong impact on bER, for example,
T . Furthermore, K um (T c , K u / K bulk , T ) also has a
strong effect. The bER increases rapidly as the
temperature increases or K u / K bulk decreases.
When K u / K bulk = 0.2, the bER apparently becomes
zero
at ! about
710
K
where
| Hw | = Hk,
1 + H w / H k " 0 in Eq. (2), and f 0 becomes zero.
! (2) cannot be applied around the
Equations (1) and
!
temperature
where
since
the
| Hw | = Hk
magnetization reversal is not a !
matter of probability.
When K u / K bulk = 0.2 and !
650 K, bER is almost 1, and
K u / K bulk of 0.2 is insufficient for information stability
!
at high temperature.
Although a medium with
K u / K bulk > 0.6 is difficult to manufacture, K u / K bulk >
! 0.6 is preferable for the information stability at 650 K
when we take account of grain size and Curie
temperature variations (see Fig. 10 (a)). It may be
necessary to increase K u / K bulk . !

F i g . 3 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various standard deviations " Tc /T cm of Curie
temperature.

!

F i g . 4 Temperature
constant.

!

dependence

of

anisotropy

F i g . 2 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
( K u / K bulk = 0.6, h = 4 nm) and ( K u / K bulk = 0.3, h =
8 nm) combinations.

!

!
!
!

Although K u / K bulk > 0.28 is necessary for 10 years
!
!
! K /K
of archiving (see Table 3),
u
bulk > 0.6 is required
for information stability while writing in the LC layer.
Therefore, we consider the grain height h to reduce
K u!/ K bulk . Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence
of the bER for (!K u / K bulk = 0.6, h = 4 nm) and
( K u / K bulk = 0.3, h = 8 nm) combinations. The
!
K u V = K u (D 2 h) values are the same for both
combinations. However, the bER for ( K u / K bulk = 0.3,
!
! is higher since the
h = 8 nm)
H k = 2K u / M s value in
!
Eq. (11) for ( K u / K bulk = 0.3, h = 8 nm) is lower. When

!

!
36
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!

!

F i g . 5 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various standard deviations " D / Dm of grain size.
The HAMR medium has various variations, for
example, the Curie temperature and grain size
variations. Figure 3!shows the temperature dependence
of the bER for various " Tc /T cm values. When " Tc /T cm
= 4 %, the bER is particularly high.
This is explained using the temperature dependence
of K u as shown in Fig. 4. The T c variation causes the
! (K / K ) in Eq. (11).
! The standard
K u fluctuation
u
um

!

!
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!

deviation " Ku / K um of K u caused by " Tc /T cm of 4 %
is only 9 % at 300 K. Therefore, the existence of
" Tc /T cm = 4 % has a weak effect for 10 years of
archiving at 300 K3). However, " Ku / K um reaches about
! % at 650 K.
! Therefore, a !
31
small Curie temperature
variation is required for 3D HAMR.
The temperature dependence of the bER for various
! in Fig. 5. The change in D
" D / Dm values is shown
caused
by
corresponds
to
"D
(D / Dm ) 2
2
= ( (Dm " # D ) / Dm ) in Eq. (11). Therefore, a " D / Dm of
20 % has a strong impact on the bER. And a small
!
grain size variation is also required for 3D HAMR. !

!
!

!

!

As described below in 3.3, a high K u / K bulk is
required in the LC layer for 10 years of archiving. And
a relatively high field is necessary while writing in the
LC layer due to its high K u / K bulk 4). Figure 6 shows the
temperature dependence of the !
bER for various H w
values while writing in the LC layer. The H w value is
a parameter that has a strong impact on the bER since
!
variable in Eq. (11). It may be
H w is an exponential
!
necessary to increase the writing field sensitivity
in the
!
LC layer.
The damping constant " is only related to f 0 , and
so neither " nor time t are exponential variables in
Eq. (11). Therefore, " and t are parameters with a
weak impact on the bER as shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
!
!
respectively.
!
!
There is a critical temperature, and information
!
!
degradation will occur rapidly if this temperature is
exceeded even for a short time as shown in Fig. 8.

F i g . 6 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various writing fields H w .

!
F i g . 9 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various anisotropy constant ratios K u / K bulk (9
grains/bit).

F i g . 7 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various Gilbert damping constants " .

!
!

Since increasing the grain number per bit is
!
advantageous for increasing writing
field sensitivity
owing to a T c variation problem9), we consider a
condition of 9 grains/bit as shown in Fig. 9 in addition
to that of 4 grains/bit as shown in Fig. 1. A higher
K u / K bulk > 0.85 than that for 4 grains/bit is preferable
! information stability at 650 K due to the smaller
for the
grain size when we take account of grain size and Curie
temperature variations (see Fig. 10 (b)). Although a
medium with K u / K bulk > 0.6 is difficult to
manufacture, K u / K bulk must be increased in the HC
layer.
In short, when a high K u / K bulk value can be
achieved,!the information in the HC layer appears to be
!up to about 650 K for T of 750 K as shown in
stable
HC
Fig. 10. At h of 4 nm, K u / K bulk values of about (a)
0.6 and (b) 0.85 are! required for 4 and 9 grains/bit,
respectively, taking account of certain variations,
namely, a " Tc /T cm !
of 2 % and a " D / Dm of 15 %.

!

F i g . 8 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
various times t .

!

!

!

!
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"T /"y of 10 K/nm and a DT value of 20 nm.
Although a lower T c , namely, a lower writing

temperature, is better in terms of the heat resistance of
the writing head and/or the surface lubricant, a higher
!
in a lower T c medium for 10
K u / K bulk is required
!
years of archiving as described below in 3.3. And a
medium with a high K u / K bulk is difficult to
manufacture regardless of
T c . Therefore, we
determined T HC and T LC !values of 750 and 550 K,
respectively, taking account of the results for "T HC
!
and "T LC .

!

!

(a)

!

(b)
F i g . 1 0 Temperature dependence of bit error rate for
(a) 4 and (b) 9grains/bit.

!

3 . 2 D e t e r m i n a t i o n o f T HC a n d T LC
Next, we determine the Curie temperatures of T HC
and T LC .
Figure 11 shows the temperature profile for the
!
!
cross-track direction
where
T peak is the peak
! and D is
temperature while writing in the LC layer,
T
the track width. The temperature was approximated
using a linear profile with the thermal gradient "T /"y
!
for the cross-track direction.

!
!
!
3 .3 Info r ma tio n sta b ili ty in HC a n d LC la ye r s
!
fo r 10 ye ar s o f ar c hiving

Finally, we discuss the information stability in the
HC and LC layers for 10 years of archiving. We have
already reported the information stability in HAMR for
10 years of archiving as regards h of 8 nm3). The
calculation conditions are summarized in Table 2
taking account of certain variations, namely, a " Tc /T cm
of 2 % and a " D / Dm of 15 %. The storage temperature
!
was 350 K. The maximum ambient temperature of a
hard disk drive appears to be about 330 K. We take
account of a certain margin of! K u / K bulk for
!
temperature
since the bER increases rapidly as the
temperature increases3). The K u / K bulk value was
calculated for a bER of 1E - 3 under H w = 0.

!

T a b l e 2 Calculation conditions for 10 years of
archiving in HC and LC!layers.

!

!

!

!

F i g . 1 1 Temperature profile for cross-track direction.
The temperature difference "T HC between T HC and
T peak is a function of the information stability in the
HC layer while writing in the LC layer, and "T HC was

estimated to be about 100 K as discussed in 3.1.
! between T
The temperature !
difference "T LC
peak
and T LC is a function of "T /"y and DT as

!

"T LC
!

$T DT
.
#
%
$y 2
!

!

!

!

(12)

!
!
"T LC was estimated to be about 100 K when using a

The required K u / K bulk values for the HC and LC
layers are summarized in Table 3 for 10 years of
archiving as are those for the HC layer while writing in
the LC layer where h is 4 nm. High K u / K bulk values
! 0.85 are necessary for the HC layer to realize
of 0.6 and
the temperature difference "T HC of 100 K needed for
information stability while writing in the LC layer at 4
!
! Although relatively low
and 9 grains/bit, respectively.
K u / K bulk values are required for the HC layer for 10
years of archiving,!high K u / K bulk values of 0.64 and
1.29 are necessary for the LC layer due to its low T c at
4 and 9 grains/bit, respectively. This can be explained
using Fig. 12 in that the K u (350 K) value for a

!

!
!
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medium with a low T c is intrinsically low when we
compare the K u (350 K) values for T c = 750 and 550
K with the same K u / K bulk of 0.44. Therefore, a larger
K u / K bulk of 1 is needed for a medium with a low T c of
! to obtain the same K (350 K) value as
550 K if we are
u
!
! T of 750 K.
that for a medium with a high
c
! in Table 3, the required K / K
As shown
u
bulk value at
9 grains/bit exceeds 1 for the LC layer. If! h of 6 nm is
realized, the required K u!/ K bulk value can be reduced
!
from 1.29 to 0.86.

!

!

!

!

T a b l e 3 Required K u / K bulk values for HC and LC
!
layers in 3D HAMR.

!
!

!

The temperature difference "T HC between T HC and
the peak temperature T peak while writing in the LC
layer is a function of the information stability in the HC
layer, and it was estimated to be about 100 K for a
!
! of -10 kOe .
grain height of 4 nm under
a writing field
!
The temperature difference "T LC between T peak
and T LC is a function of the thermal gradient and the
track width, and it was estimated to be about 100 K.
!
We determined T HC and T LC values of 750 and 550
!
! for "T
K, respectively, taking account of the results
HC
and "T LC .
A high K u / K bulk is necessary for the HC layer due to
!
!
the information
stability
required while writing in the
! for the LC
LC layer. A high K u / K bulk is also necessary
layer when we consider 10 years of archiving since the
!
anisotropy
constant of an LC layer with a low T LC is
intrinsically low at the storage temperature due to its
! temperature. A medium with a high
low Curie
K u / K bulk must be manufactured if we are to realize 3D
!
HAMR.
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F i g . 1 2 Temperature dependence of anisotropy
constant for Curie temperatures T c of 750 ( K u / K bulk =
0.44) and 550 K ( K u / K bulk = 0.44 and 1).
4. Conclusion s

!stability in a high
!
We considered the information
!
Curie temperature T HC (HC) layer while writing in a
low Curie temperature T LC (LC) layer, and the
information stability in HC and LC layers for 10 years
of archiving for three-dimensional heat-assisted
magnetic !
recording (3D HAMR) at 2 Tbpsi (total
! employing an anisotropy constant
density of 4 Tbpsi)
ratio K u / K bulk .
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Micromagnetic Simulation of Voltage-Induced Spin Wave Resonance
Properties in Ferromagnetic Nanowires with Perpendicular Anisotropy
X. Ya, R. Imai, T. Tanaka and K. Matsuyama

Faculty of Information Science and Electrical Engineering, Kyushu Univ., Motooka 744, Nishi-ku, Fukuoka 819-0395, Japan

A fundamental issue in developing spin wave (SW) devices with ultralow power consumption is exploring
energy-efficient excitation with nanoscale spatial resolution. We numerically studied the voltage-induced excitation
of a geometrically confined standing spin wave (SSW), which is suitable for the downsizing of various SW devices.
The micromagnetic configuration of the excited SSW, the resonance spectrum, and the structural size effects were
investigated. In addition, a possible application to a SSW-based logic operation was demonstrated in a nanowire with
lateral dimensions of 20 nm × 100 nm.
Key words: spin wave, ferromagnetic resonance, magnetic anisotropy, micromagnetic simulation
1. Introduction
In solid-state physics, spin dynamics in magnetic
nanostructures is an active research field1-3). In
particular, the collective and coherent magnetization
precession of spin waves (SWs) has attracted intense
research interest4,5). The promising abilities of SWs
have resulted in the novel research field of so-called
magnonics6-8), where the phase or amplitude of a
propagating SW is used as a novel information carrier
or a signal-processing medium. Energy-efficient
excitation or manipulation of SWs is essential to exploit
the potential ability of SW-based devices. Two different
approaches to this problem, parametric pumping (PP)1)
and voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy (VCMA)9),
have been intensively studied over the past years. PP is
based on the nonlinear aspect of the spin dynamics,
resulting in the excellent frequency-resolved excitation
of short wavelength SWs, as experimentally observed in
ferromagnetic oxide yttrium iron garnet10-12) and
metallic thin films13-19). Voltage-induced manipulations
of magnetic properties have also been attracting intense
research interest20-24). The superior performance of
VCMA has been experimentally confirmed as being an
ohmic dissipation free excitation of the ferromagnetic
resonance25-27), as opposed to conventional Oersted fields.
In particular, the cooperative performance of PP and
VCMA can be effectively exerted in a material system
with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy28. Recently, the
parametric excitation of propagating SWs via VCMA
has been investigated using both theoretical29 and
numerical30 approaches. However, the long distance
propagation of SWs is still a challenging issue. In this
study, the possibility of spatially resolved excitation of
geometrically confined standing spin waves (SSWs) in
magnetic nanostructures is addressed. A fundamental
SW-based logic operation and its design considerations
are also studied in the context of an application.
2. Numerical Model

40

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic figure of the
investigated device structure, which consists of a
perpendicularly magnetized nanowire and an overlaid
gate electrode to apply electric fields for the local
modulation of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
(PMA). The following structural and magnetic
parameters were adopted in the present study assuming
ferromagnetic
nanowires
with
interface-induced
perpendicular anisotropy, such as the CoFeB/MgO
system: the film thickness was t = 0.8 nm, the
saturation magnetization was Ms = 1600 emu/cm3, the
exchange stiffness constant was A = 1.0 erg/cm, the
effective uniaxial perpendicular anisotropy field was Hk
= 20 kOe, the gyromagnetic ratio was  = 1.76 × 107
rad/s·Oe, and the Gilbert damping constant was  =
0.01. The electric field-induced modulation of the PMA
was numerically modeled by the local sinusoidal Hk
change using the amplitude of Hk under the gate
electrode. The assumed maximum value of Hk (500 Oe)
corresponds to an areal anisotropy energy change of
32.5 J/m2, which is comparable to the experimentally
reported values of several tens of J/m2.24,31,32) The
dynamics of the SW caused by the electric field-induced
PMA modulation was simulated by numerically
integrating the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation.
Subtle thermal agitation as a parallel PP seed was
introduced via effective Langevin fields33). The Langevin
fields with an amplitude based on fluctuation
dissipation theorem and random orientation were
applied to micromagnetic numerical cells at each time
step34). The fourth-order Runge–Kutta method was
adopted as a numerical scheme. The magnetization was
assumed to be uniform along the film thickness and the
wire width direction, taking into consideration that the
dominant magnetization change was along the long axis
of the nanowire. Therefore, the nanowire was
discretized into a one-dimensional dipole array with a
separation of 1 nm, and the dipole coupling was
computed using an apparent surface charge model. A
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Fig. 2 Elliptic precession trajectory and phase
relationship between the sinusoidal perpendicular
anisotropy modulation and the magnetization
components.

(d)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of a ferromagnetic nanowire
with an overlaid gate electrode for SSW excitation,
(b) dependence of the precession amplitude on the
excitation
frequency,
(c)
micromagnetic
configuration of the SSW, and (d) the frequency
spectra of the magnetization precession under the
gate electrode.
force-free boundary condition was assumed at the wire
edge. The spatial discretization and the time step (10 −15
s) were preliminarily optimized via the micromagnetic
standard problem No. 4.35)

Parametric

Linear

Hb = 0

Hb = 300 Oe

2

3

4
5
fexc (GHz)

6

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 3 SSW resonance properties at various
external fields Hb applied along the long axis of
the wire.

Figure 1(b) presents the precession amplitude of the
magnetization excited with a sinusoidal modulation of
the perpendicular anisotropy field (Hk = 500 Oe) under
a gate electrode with a width of Wg = 10 nm, located at
the center of a wire with lateral dimensions of 20 nm ×
100 nm. The in-plane component of the normalized
magnetization my at the wire center is plotted as a
function of the excitation frequency, fexc. The precession
amplitude sharply decays below the resonance region
(fexc < 5.43 GHz) while gradually decreasing above the
resonance region. The resonance frequency, fres of 5.44
GHz, is twice the excited precession frequency, as
shown in the frequency spectra of the magnetization
Fig. 1(d)), calculated from the digital
precession (F
Fourier transform of my. The micromagnetic
configuration of the magnetization precession exhibits a
first-order SSW along the long axis of the wire, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). These results confirm that the
additional in-plane shape anisotropy of ferromagnetic
wires with a nanoscale finite length causes an
anisotropic precession trajectory accompanied by a
time-varying mz component with a frequency that is
twice the precession frequency, which is essential as a
seed for parallel parametric excitation. The results also
reveal that the parametrically excited SSW exhibits an

asymmetric resonance profile, similar to the case of a
propagating SW30. The relative phase relationship
between the time-varying PMA, mx, and mz indicates an
apparent negative susceptibility, as shown in Fig. 2.
That is, the increase in the perpendicular anisotropy
field Hk leads to a decrease in mz, and vice versa,
reflecting the coherent SW resonance behavior.
The external bias field Hb applied along the long axis
of the wire causes an additional linear mode excitation
of the SSW, where the precession frequency is the same
as the excitation frequency, as shown in Fig. 3.
Conversely, the parametric mode disappears for Hb
larger than 200 Oe. It can be reasoned that the
precession axis is inclined to the x-axis due to the
application of Hb, which results in the disappearance of
the double period change in mz necessary for a parallel
parametric excitation seed. As can be seen in Fig. 3, the
resonance profile of the parametric mode is markedly
narrower than that of the linear mode, which would be
suitable for frequency-selective SW-based device
operations. Figure 4 compares the dependence of the
resonance precession amplitude my on the PMA
modulation amplitude Hk for the parametric and linear
excitation modes at Hb = 100 Oe. my for the linear mode
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linearly increases with increasing Hk up to
approximately 150 Oe and deviates from a linear
response for larger Hk. Conversely, the precession
amplitude of the SSW in the parametric mode was
found to be insensitive to the PMA modulation intensity
for Hk smaller than 350 Oe, resulting in mostly
constant values of my due to the thermal disturbance.
The observed threshold for triggering the parallel
parametric excitation has been theoretically predicted
for a propagating SW29,30.
The dependences of the parametric excitation
properties on representative structural parameters are
presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5(a) compares the
resonance profile of SSWs excited in wires with various
wire lengths Lx and a fixed gate electrode width (Wg =

0.5

my,Edge / my,Center
FWHM (GHz)

0.6

0.6

40
Lg (n

0.7

(b)

my

Fig. 4 SSW precession amplitude as a function of
the sinusoidal anisotropy field amplitude Hk for
parametric and linear excitations.

my,Edge / my,Center

0.7

20

0.2
10 nm). The values0 of fopt, at which the precession
0 maximum
20 40 value,
60 80increase
100
0
amplitude reaches its
from
4.8 GHz to 6.7 GHz with Lx decreasing from 150 nm to
50 nm, reflecting the dispersion relation between the
SW length and the excitation frequency. The observed
broad spectrum in the short length wire can be
associated with the large amplitude precession,
geometrically confined in the narrow region; my = 0.45
(Lx = 50 nm), my = 0.16 (Lx = 150 nm). Figure 5(b) shows
the relative ratio of the precession amplitude at the
center (my,center) and edge (my,edge) of the wire. The
variation of the precession amplitude along the wire
axis markedly decreases with decreasing Lx and closes
to the ferromagnetic resonance mode.
Even though fopt and the nonuniformity of the
precession amplitude also depend on the gate electrode
width Wg, as shown in Fig. 6(a), (b), this dependency is
relatively weak compared to that on the wire length.
That is, the increase in the values of Wg, which ranged
from 10 nm to 100 nm, resulted in 15% and 18%
increases in fopt and my,edge/my,center, respectively. Figure
6(a) shows that the precession amplitude monotonously
increases with increasing Wg. These results indicate a
spatial integration effect in the voltage-induced
excitation of the SSW, which can be applied to a logic
operation as follows.
Figure 7(b) presents the frequency spectra of the
precession amplitude excited with two electrodes located
Fig. 7(a)). The
25 nm and 75 nm from the wire end (F
values of Lx and Wg were chosen to be 100 nm and 10
nm, respectively. A bias field of 100 Oe was applied
along the wire axis. The two plots show the results for
the different phase differences  (=0, ) between the
sinusoidal anisotropy changes in the two electrodes.
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Fig. 7 (a) Schematic of two-generator device. (b)
Comparison of the frequency spectra between the
in-phase ( = 0) and opposite-phase ( = )
excitations with two electrodes located along the

wire.

Two resonance peaks similar to those excited with one
electrode are observed in the in-phase excitation ( =
0). Conversely, no distinguished excitation of the SSW
was caused by the opposite-phase excitation ( = ).
This result indicates that opposite PMA changes at
different positions cancel out through the wire for both
of the linear and parametric mode excitations, which
can be used as phases comparing microwave voltages
Another example of spatial integration of the
voltage-induced SSW excitation with two electrodes is
demonstrated in Fig. 8. The same device structure, as
that shown in Fig. 7, was assumed. When an in-phase
PMA modulation with fexc = 5.44 GHz was applied with
two electrodes (GA:1, GB:1), a parametric SSW was
excited with Hk larger than 200 Oe. A micromagnetic
configuration of the SSW excited with two electrodes is

0.3
0.2

shown in Fig. 8(b). Conversely, an SSW was not formed
with a single-electrode excitation (GA:0, GB:1), even
when Hk was larger than twice the excitation
threshold for the two-electrode excitation. Note that the
precession amplitude for the single-electrode excitation
was suppressed within the thermal noise level due to
the existence of a threshold on the parallel parametric
excitation. These results should be applicable to the
AND gate operation for nanostructured SW logic devices.
Noise floor for the Hk lower than 200 Oe (GA:1, GB:1)
was somewhat smaller than that shown in Fig.7 ( = 0),
since the higher Hk of 500 Oe was assumed in the
spectra simulations of Fig. 7. The noise level of the
single-electrode excitation also exhibits smaller value
independent on the value of Hk.
4. Conclusions
The voltage-induced excitation of geometrically
confined SSWs in nanowires with perpendicular
anisotropy was numerically studied via micromagnetic
simulations. Sinusoidal modulations of perpendicular
anisotropy fields were found to cause linear and
parametric mode excitations of SSWs depending on the
external field. The dependence of the SSW resonance
properties on the structural parameters was
systematically examined. A possible application to a
SSW-based logic operation was demonstrated in a
nanowire with lateral dimensions of 20 nm × 100 nm,
where the spatial integration effect of the
voltage-induced anisotropy modulation was used.
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S t ud y o n As y m m e t r i c M a g ne t i c P o l e S t r uc t ur e f o r I P M M o t o r
U s i ng N e o d y m i um Bo n d e d M a g ne t
T. Yanagisawa, Y. Yoshida*, and K. Tajima
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In this paper, we propose an interior permanent magnet synchronous motor (IPMSM) with an asymmetric
magnetic pole structure that uses bonded neodymium magnets. By adopting the asymmetrical magnet arrangement,
the current phase angle, where the magnetic torque is maximized, can be set to almost the same phase while
maximizing the reluctance torque. To verify the usefulness of the proposed motor, we prototyped an actual motor on
the basis of our proposed motor and compared the characteristics with a conventional IPMSM that uses sintered
neodymium magnets. Although the torque of the proposed motor was smaller than the conventional motor due to a
problem with the dimensions of the bonded neodymium magnets, it was shown that an IPMSM with an
asymmetrical magnetic pole structure that uses Dy-free bonded neodymium magnets can achieve performance
equivalent to conventional IPMSMs that use sintered neodymium magnets.
Keywords: permanent magnet synchronous motor, interior permanent magnet synchronous motor, neodymium
bonded magnet, asymmetric pole structure, heavy rare earth free
1 . I n tro d u cti o n
In recent years, interest in protecting the global
environment and conserving energy has been growing.
Among electric motors, permanent magnet synchronous
motors (IPMSMs) using high-performance rare earth
magnets for high-efficiency motors have been applied to
various fields. Neodymium (Nd) and dysprosium (Dy)
are key elements for improving the performance of
PMSMs; however, the production of Dy, a heavy
rare-earth element, depends on specific countries.
Therefore, developing high-efficiency motors without
using Dy is required.
Although neodymium bonded magnets have a lower
residual magnetic flux density than neodymium
sintered magnets, they are expected to be applied to
motors as Dy-free magnets because of their advantages,
such as a stronger residual magnetic flux density than
ferrite magnets, high degree of freedom in terms of
shape, and zero generation of eddy currents.
Since IPMSMs can utilize reluctance torque in
addition to magnetic torque, a higher torque can be
expected compared with PMSMs that do not utilize
reluctance torque. Although it has been reported that
reluctance torque is used to achieve the same output
characteristics,
power
density,
and
efficiency
characteristics as rare earth magnets even when ferrite
magnets are used1), it is difficult to produce a torque
density equivalent to that of a rare earth magnet motor
only with a ferrite magnet. In examining the optimum
shape of an IPMSM using a rare-earth bonded magnet,
a torque equivalent to that of rare earth sintered
magnet IPMSMs has been realized, but the rotor has an
overhang structure, and there are still problems with
further downsizing these IPMSMs2).
Generally, an IPMSM has a phase difference of 45
degrees between the current phase angle at which the
magnetic torque is maximized and the current phase

angle at which the reluctance torque is maximized.
Therefore, there has been study on improving the total
torque by arranging the magnets asymmetrically and
shifting the phase of the magnetic torque3)-6). In
asymmetric rotor designs for the permanent
magnet-assisted synchronous reluctance motor, the
total torque was increased by designing the rotor to
have an asymmetric structure, but the reluctance
torque was reduced compared with the conventional
structure4),6).
In this study, we design and prototype an
asymmetric pole rotor for an IPM motor with improved
reluctance torque compared with the previous model
studied7).
2 . P ri n ci p l e o f i m p ro vi n g t o rq u e wi th a s ym m e tri c p o l e
s tru ctu re
Here, we use a 2-pole inset-type PMSM rotor
having saliency to explain the principle of improving
the torque with the asymmetric pole structure. Fig. 1 (a)
and (b) show the torque generation principle of an
inset-type PMSM. The center of the north pole of the
magnet is the d-axis, and the direction advanced 90
degrees from the d-axis in the rotational direction is the
q-axis. The magnetic torque generated by suction and
repulsion forces acting between the pole of the rotating
magnetic field and the pole of the permanent magnet
placed on the rotor is maximized by the magnetic field
rotating in the q-axis direction as shown in Fig. 1 (a).
The reluctance torque that is generated by the suction
force acting between the salient pole of the rotor and
the rotating magnetic field is maximized by the
magnetic field rotating in the direction advanced 45
degrees from the q-axis as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Therefore,
the maximum value of both torque components cannot
be generated simultaneously.
To generate the maximum value of these two
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torque components simultaneously, the phase of the
magnets is advanced without changing the phase of the
rotor saliency shown as Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the magnets
are divided and arranged in a phase-shifted manner,
while the phase of the rotor saliency remains the same
as the conventional inset-type PMSM as shown in Fig. 1
(a). If the phase shift of the magnet poles can be
advanced 45 degrees from the q-axis direction, the
maximum torque of the two components can be
generated at the same phase, and the total torque can
be improved.

3 . An a l ys i s o f e xa m i n e d m o to rs
3 . 1 Ove rvi e w o f e xa m i n e d m o to rs
Fig. 3 (a) shows the conventional IPMSM with
4-pole sintered neodymium magnets (base model), and
Fig. 3 (b) shows the proposed IPMSM with a 4-pole
asymmetric rotor structure using bonded neodymium
magnets. The stator is common to both models. Table 1
shows the motor specifications. The residual magnetic
flux density of the sintered neodymium magnets used in
the base model and bonded neodymium magnets used
in the proposed model are 1.27 T and 0.71 T,
respectively.
Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the rotor shapes and
magnetization directions of the base and proposed
models. The void arrows in the figure indicate the
magnetization direction of the magnet. The part
highlighted on the rotor surface with the solid line
represents the N pole, and that highlighted with the
broken line represents the S pole. The magnetization
direction of the base model faces the same direction as
the d-axis direction. In the rotor of the proposed model,
since the magnets are arranged asymmetrically, the
magnetic pole center exists at a position shifted from
the d-axis direction.

(a) Magnetic torque

(a) Base model
(b) Reluctance torque
Fig. 1. Principle of torque generation of 2-pole
inset-type PMSM

(b) Proposed model

Fig. 3. Shape of motors under consideration
Table1 Specifications of analytical models

Parameter

Base

Proposed

Neodymium Neodymium
sintered
bonded
50A350
Core material
Copper
Coil
112
Stator outer diameter (mm)
55
Rotor outer diameter (mm)
0.5
Gap width (mm)
30
Stack length (mm)
35
Number of winding turns/slot
24
Number of slots
4
Number of poles
Residual flux density B r (T)
1.27
0.71
Permanent magnet material

Fig. 2. Principle of magnetic torque generation when
magnets are divided and arranged in phase-shifted
manner
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Coercive force H c (kA/m)

876

470

Recoil permeability μ r

1.05

1.20
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the magnetic torque was shifted by 40 degrees.

(a) Base model

(a) Base model

(b) Proposed model
Fig. 5. Torque characteristics of examined motors
(b) Proposed model
Fig. 4. Magnetization direction
3 . 2 Co m p a ri s o n o f to rq u e ch a ra cte ri s ti cs
Fig. 5 shows the torque characteristics of the
examined motors. The magnetic torque is indicated by
the broken line, and the reluctance torque is indicated
by the dotted line. The solid line is the total torque, that
is, the sum of the magnetic torque and reluctance
torque. The maximum magnetic torque of the base
model was 0.85 N·m when the current phase angle β
was 0 degrees, and the maximum value of the
reluctance torque was 0.20 N·m when the current phase
angle β was 45 and −135 degrees. The maximum
magnetic torque of the proposed model was 0.77 N·m
when the current phase angle β was 40 degrees, and the
maximum reluctance torque was 0.18 N·m when the
current phase angle β was 50 and −140 degrees.
Therefore, the phase of the magnetic torque of the
proposed model was shifted by 40 degrees compared
with the base model, and it was confirmed that the
current phases at which the magnetic and reluctance
torques were maximum were almost the same.
Comparing the maximum values of the total torque, the
base model was 0.92 N·m when the current phase angle
β was 20 degrees, and that of the proposed model was
0.94 N·m when the current phase angle β was 45
degrees. The proposed model obtained a maximum total
torque equivalent to the base model when the phase of

4 . Exp e ri m e n ta l ve ri f i ca ti o n o f m o to r p e rf o rm a n ce
4 . 1 Exp e ri m e n ta l s e tu p
Fig. 6 shows photographs of a prototype stator and
rotors used in an experiment. The same stator was used
to measure the characteristics of the two motors. Fig. 7
shows a photograph of the experimental apparatus. The
waveform of back electromotive force (EMF) was
recorded by using a memory high coder. The input
electric power of the motor Pin was measured by using a
power meter connected just before the motor, and the
mechanical output power of the motor Pout was obtained
from the product of the average torque T and the
rotational angular velocity ω measured by the torque
detector shown in the figure.
4 . 2 Co m p a ri s o n o f ca l cu l a te d a n d m e a s u re d va l u e s
Fig. 8 (a) shows the back EMF waveform of the
base model at 1300 rpm, and Fig. 8 (b) shows that of the
proposed model. In the figures, the measured and
calculated values are compared with each other.
The fundamental wave component was extracted
from these waveforms with a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) The relationship between the rotational speed
and the fundamental component of the back EMF is
shown in Fig. 9; Fig. 9 (a) is the base model, and Fig. 9
(b) is the proposed model. Comparing the calculated and
measured values at 1300 rpm, the experimental value
of the base model was 6.17% smaller than the
calculated value, and the experimental value of the
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proposed model was 17.9% smaller than the calculated
value. The reason for the larger error for the proposed
model is that there were gaps between the magnet and
the iron core greater than the designed value because of
variation in the prototype magnet dimensions.

(a) Base model

(a) Common stator

(b) Proposed model
Fig. 8. Back EMF waveform at 1300 rpm
(b) Rotor (Base model)
(c) Rotor (Proposed model)
Fig. 6. Actual machines

F i g. 7 .

Experimental apparatus

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the current
amplitude and torque of the base and proposed models
at rotation speeds of 500, 1000, and 1300 rpm. The
calculated values are indicated by the solid lines, and
the measured values are indicated by the symbols. The
current amplitude used for the horizontal axis of the
graphs was the fundamental wave amplitude extracted
by FFT from a current waveform including harmonic
components as shown in Fig. 11. The current phase was
selected so that the output torque was maximized for
each current amplitude. From Fig. 10, the calculated
value of the torque of the base model almost agreed
with the experimental value at all rotational speeds,
while the calculated value of the proposed model was
larger than the experimental value. These results also

48

(a) Base model

(b) Proposed model
Fig. 9. Relationship between rotational speed and
fundamental component of back EMF.
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show that the proposed model could not be prototyped
as designed due to variation in the magnet dimensions.
It was shown that an asymmetrical magnetic pole
structure for an IPMSM using Dy-free bonded
neodymium magnets could achieve performance
equivalent to the conventional IPMSM using sintered
neodymium magnets if we can eliminate the error of the
dimensions.

(e) Base model at rotational speed of 1300 rpm

(a) Base model at rotational speed of 500 rpm

(f) Proposed model at rotational speed of 1300 rpm.
Fig. 10. Relationship between current amplitude and
torque

(b) Proposed model at rotational speed of 500 rpm

(a) Base model

(c) Base model at rotational speed of 1000 rpm

(b) Proposed model
Fig. 11. U-phase current waveform at maximum torque
at 1300 rpm
(d) Proposed model at rotational speed of 1000 rpm
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(b) Proposed model at rotational speed of 500 rpm

(a) Base model

(c) Base model at rotational speed of 1000 rpm

(b) Proposed model
Fig. 12. Relationship between current amplitude and
separated torque components at 1300 rpm
Fig. 12 shows the relationship between current
amplitude and separated torque components at 1300
rpm. The components were separated by using the
following equations.

(d) Proposed model at rotational speed of 1000 rpm

(1)
T m = Pn Ψ a iq
(2)
Tr = T - Tm
(3)
Here, V0, ω, Pn, Ψa, iq, Tm, Tr, and T are values converted by
the d-q transformation of the back EMF, angular
velocity, number of pole pairs, magnetic flux of magnets,
q-axis current, magnetic torque, reluctance torque, and
total torque obtained in the experiments and
calculation. The magnetic torque was calculated by
multiplying Ψa, Pn and iq. The reluctance torque was calculated
by subtracting Tm from T.

(e) Base model at rotational speed of 1300 rpm

(f) Proposed model at rotational speed of 1300 rpm
(a) Base model at rotational speed of 500 rpm
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Fig. 13. Relationship between current amplitude and
efficiency
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The magnetic torque is indicated by the filled bars,
and the reluctance torque is indicated by the hatched
bars. It can be seen from this figure that the
experimental value of the proposed model’s magnetic
torque is lower than the calculated value.
Fig. 13 shows the relationship between the current
amplitude and the efficiency of the base and proposed
models at rotation speeds of 500, 1000, and 1300 rpm.
The calculated values are indicated by the solid lines,
and the experimental values are indicated by the
symbols. In the figures, the experimental values of
efficiency were smaller than the calculated ones at all
rotational speeds because the effect of the increase in
iron loss due to harmonics and mechanical loss were not
considered for the calculated values. The maximum
efficiency of the measured values was 85.6% for the
base model and 85.4% for the proposed model; the
maximum efficiency of both models had almost the
same value.
5 . Co n cl u s i o n
In this paper, we proposed an asymmetrical
magnetic pole structure for an IPMSM using bonded
neodymium magnets. We prototyped the proposed
motor and compared the characteristics with a
conventional IPMSM using sintered neodymium
magnets. By adopting the asymmetrical magnet
arrangement, the current phase angle, where the
magnetic torque is maximized, could be set to almost
the same phase by maximizing the reluctance torque.

Although the torque of the proposed motor was
smaller than the conventional motor due to a problem
with the dimensions of the bonded neodymium magnets,
it was shown that this asymmetrical magnetic pole
structure for IPMSMs using Dy-free bonded neodymium
magnets could achieve performance equivalent to the
conventional IPMSM using sintered neodymium
magnets.
As future work, we plan to simplify the shapes of
the magnets to prevent dimensional errors.
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